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How homeopathy helped me have
the natural birth I have always wanted
by ELANA GELMAN ROUMELL, ND
In collaboration with GABRIELLE TRAUB, MTech(Hom), CCH

As a naturopathic doctor, I educate expectant parents on the
various choices for childbirth, review intervention possibilities,
help them create an individualized birth plan, and counsel them
on setting up a birth team. I love this part of my job! When I
myself became pregnant with my first child, I went through

I wanted an un-medicated
birth, and I felt confident
in my birth team, my
body, my baby …

this same process and decided on a home birth. This is not the
right choice for everyone, and I knew it would have its own set
of challenges. But I wanted an un-medicated birth, and I felt
confident in my birth team, my body, my baby, and my natural
medicine knowledge. Of all the valuable natural medicine tools,
homeopathy was the key to having the birth experience I have
always envisioned.
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I did daily hip-opening
stretches followed by
daily walks.

Healthy, fit, and ready
During my pregnancy, I was in the best
shape of my life! I did daily hip-opening stretches followed by daily walks.
I did yoga twice a week, and I stayed
mindful of my sitting position to ensure
pelvic stability and optimal alignment. I
ATE AN EXCELLENT WHOLE FOODS DIETRICH
IN 6ITAMIN # TO NOURISH MY EVER EXpanding ligaments and tissues, high in
healthy fats to support my baby’s brain
FUNCTION AND SUPPLY LAXITY IN MY JOINTS
high in protein to minimize swelling,
AND BALANCED IN COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES
to prevent hypoglycemia. I refined my
supplement regimen every trimester to
ensure that my baby and I were getting
the optimal nutrients at the right times.
During the last trimester, I took supplements that focused on toning the muscles
OF THE UTERUS AND SOFTENING THE CERVIX TO
encourage an easy delivery (see sidebar,
h.ATURAL -EDICINE TO 0REP FOR ,ABORv ON
page 35).
With such a robust regimen, I felt
confident going into labor. I assumed
it would be a breeze. Boy, was I in for a
surprise!
The marathon begins
My labor started at 10:00 p.m. on a Saturday night just as I was getting into bed,
AND IT ENDED AN EXHAUSTING  HOURS
later on Monday at 12:19 a.m. I felt like
a sprinter who was thrown into running
a marathon. I was in shape, healthy and
strong, but I wasn’t used to such a long
and grueling race! I wanted to give up half
way, revert to my 5-year-old self, sit down
on the track with my arms crossed, and
with a pouty face say, “I’m done!” But, in
labor, you can’t just yell “Stop!” What you
can do is access tools to help. And that’s
what homeopathy was for me—it was my
key to not giving up when the going got
really tough. Here’s the story.
On Saturday at 10 p.m., I started having pains that felt like menstrual cramps.
They were lower in the abdomen and more
INTENSE THAN THE MILDER "RAXTON (ICKS
contractions (also known as “false labor”)
THAT )D BEEN EXPERIENCING ALL WEEK h4HIS
COULD BE THE NIGHTv ) THOUGHT EXCITEDLY
and a little nervously, since I hadn’t napped
that day. “A long night!”
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I called my doula (birth companion)
and then my midwife. “Get some sleep,”
they advised. “Take a hot shower, have a
glass of wine … you need as much sleep
as possible.”
“Ooh wine!” I thought, “I haven’t had
a drink in nine months, this can be fun.”
So being a compliant patient, I hopped
into the warm shower and took my glass
of wine with me. Never before have I done
that—I loved it!
Joining my husband, Anthony, in
bed, I told him to keep sleeping because
this could be a long night. Twenty minutes later, the pains called me to stand
and move my hips, which I did. When
the frequency and intensity of the pains
increased, I called Meredith, my doula,
who arrived around 2:00 a.m. She helped
me as I labored through the night—rubbing my back, reminding me to breathe,
encouraging me to eat and drink, timing
my contractions, and supporting my husband, too.
The midwives had asked to be notified when my contractions followed the
“4-1-1 rule,” which means contractions
are coming 4 minutes apart, lasting for
1 minute, and continuing this way for at
least 1 hour. The 4-1-1 pattern typically
signals that “early labor” has ended and
“active labor” has begun. During early
labor, contractions are milder and less
REGULAR AND THE CERVIX DILATES FROM 
to 3 centimeters; during active labor,
contractions progressively become more
frequent, regular, and intense as the cerVIX DILATES FROM  CENTIMETERS TO  CENTImeters. My contractions were adhering
to the 4-1-1 rule most of the night, so
I thought I was in active labor and the
midwives would be coming soon.
By 8 a.m. Sunday, one midwife
ARRIVED AND ) WAS EXCITED BECAUSE THIS
meant I was closer to pushing and meeting my baby... or so I thought. Each
woman’s labor is unique and individual
to her, as I would soon find out. After
THE MIDWIFE EXAMINED ME TOOK MY VITAL
signs, listened for the baby’s heartbeat,
AND CHECKED MY CERVIX SHE ANNOUNCED
“Everything is good so keep on doing
what you’re doing.” I thought: “Great,
this shouldn’t take much longer!” So, I
continued laboring.

I wanted to give up half way … sit down on the track with my
arms crossed, and with a pouty face say, “I’m done!”
Ignorance is bliss
Earlier in the pregnancy, I had made it
clear to my birth team that during labor
I didn’t want to be informed about the
passage of time or how dilated my cerVIX WAS ) HAD THOUGHT THIS WOULD KEEP
me in a positive, neutral frame of mind,
allowing my body the time and space to
do what it was designed to do, and would
keep me from feeling discouraged. Well,
that resolution lasted until my second
EXAM BY THE MIDWIFE
It was Sunday late morning by now,
AND ) WAS EXHAUSTED FROM BEING AWAKE
all night laboring. Low on energy, I was
a sprinter running the wrong race and
not used to feeling so fatigued. “I need
to know how much longer you think I
HAVE v ) SAID AFTER SHE EXAMINED ME HOPing to pace myself and muster enough
energy to make it to the finish line.
“Remember, you didn’t want to know
times or numbers …” my midwife said
hesitantly. “I know I didn’t, but now I
do,” I pleaded. “Ohh-kay… you’ve been
laboring for 14 hours now. And it will
likely be another 5 to 15 more hours,”
she told me.
Jolting, discouraging news
My jaw dropped. My heart sank. I felt
complete and utter discouragement—
EXACTLY WHAT ) HAD BEEN TRYING TO AVOID
I couldn’t go on. There was no way I had
the energy. “How dilated am I?” I asked.
Again, she reminded me that earlier, I had
been certain that I didn’t want to know
numbers during labor. Now, I was adaMANT THAT SHE TELL ME h%LANA YOUR CERVIX
is 3 centimeters dilated,” she said.
“WHAT?! How is that possible?!” I
THOUGHT h)VE BEEN HAVING EXCRUCIATINGLY
strong contractions 4 minutes apart for
14 hours now, and I’m not even in active
LABOR YETv -Y MIDWIFE EXPLAINED THAT
the position of the baby was making it
difficult for my body to progress. “It is
going to take a lot of work on all of our
parts to get the baby in optimal positioning,” she said.

Veering off the plan…
I told the team, “That’s it! I give up. We
are packing up and going to the hospital.
I need an epidural!” I felt like my body
wasn’t working. My water hadn’t broken
yet, my mucus plug was still intact, and
MY CERVIX WASNT DILATING AS QUICKLY AS
it should. In that moment, the only help
I could think of was an epidural (which
is anesthesia injected into the spine to
numb sensation below the waist—the
most common pain reliever given during

labor). “Let’s go. I want it. No I need it!”
I cried.
7HILE PLANNING OUR EXIT TO THE HOSpital, I suddenly realized I was veering
off my plan so much that I had forgotten
about my homeopath, who was on call to
help during my time of need. THIS was
a time of need! I needed an intervention
to help me both physically and mentally,
and heading for the hospital was not my
only option.
9OU WOULD THINK ) WOULDNT HAVE FOR-

Natural Medicine to Prep for Labor
3 tried-and-true herbal aids

Here are three classic natural medicines used by women and midwives to
prepare for labor and childbirth. Speak with your doctor and/or midwifery
practitioner before using them, however.
s Mother’s Cordial Elixir: An herbal formula used for more than 100
years by health care practitioners and midwives to support healthy uterine
function during the final weeks of pregnancy. Contains herbal tinctures
of Mitchella repens (partridge berry), Caulophyllum thalictroides (blue
cohosh), Viburnum opulus (cramp bark), and Chamaelirium luteum (false
unicorn)
Dose: Starting at week 36, 3 dropperfuls, twice per day [or 1/2 to 1 teaspoon three times per day].
s Red Raspberry Leaf Tea: Red raspberry leaf tea, rich in Vitamin C, is
thought to be a uterine tonic that tones the muscles of the womb (uterus)
so they work more efficiently. It is not aimed at kickstarting or speeding
up labor but rather at helping it to progress at a nice, steady pace. That’s
why it’s safest to start taking raspberry leaf tea in moderate doses weeks
before labor.
Dose: 1 cup starting at 28 weeks; increasing to 2 cups at 32 weeks;
increasing to 3 cups at 36 weeks. It can also be used during labor to
strengthen the uterus.
s Evening Primrose Oil: Many midwives recommend evening primrose
oil in preparation for labor, in order to ripen (i.e., soften and thin out) the
cervix. A ripe cervix can lead to effective contractions and a shorter, easier
labor. The oil’s high concentration of gamma linolenic acid may contribute
to prostaglandin-like effects that ripen the cervix. Evening primrose oil can
be inserted intravaginally and also taken orally.
Dose: Starting at 36 weeks, 4500mg in divided doses.
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Easing the Way for Mom & Baby
Remedies for labor & delivery

B

elow are a sampling of remedies commonly given during labor and delivery, along with
their indications for use. In general, the 30c or lower strength (potency) is ideal for selfcare, whereas 200c or higher may be used in consultation with a trained homeopath. If

you see no improvement after two or three doses, stop taking that remedy and choose a different
one, or better yet, consult a homeopathic professional. [For additional resources on remedies, see
“Put Homeopathy in Your Birth Plan,” on page 39.]
Preventive care:
Arnica 30c — Take 5 pellets when you go into active labor (i.e., after the cervix has dilated to 3
centimeters) to help minimize bruising, bleeding, and inflammation from the birth process.
During labor:
If you are assisting a laboring woman, it’s important to realize that her presentation of symptoms
can shift quickly. For example, she might need Pulsatilla at one moment and shortly thereafter
need a completely different remedy, such as Nux vomica. You can’t anticipate what’s next but must
treat each new presentation as a fresh snapshot in time.
Nux vomica — The woman may be irritable, impatient, and driven, with heartburn, rectal pain,
and sensitivity to light.
Pulsatilla — The woman’s cervix is slow to dilate, labor is slow to progress, the opening of the
cervix is rigid. She feels like she can’t do it and is exhausted, weepy, ready to give up. She feels
better with reassurance and people around her. Midwives have found this remedy helpful for
turning a baby from the breech or transverse positions to the optimal-for-birthing anterior position.
Kali carbonicum — Labor pain is experienced in the back, which feels better from applying firm
pressure. This pain may radiate down the legs. The woman is often irritable, feels worse from touch
or noise, and feels better from warmth. This remedy helps to turn a baby from posterior position
to the anterior position, which is optimal for birthing.
Caulophyllum — The woman’s cervix is rigid and slow to dilate; labor is very painful but contractions are ineffectual as they are not dilating the cervix. Can help to speed up labor, especially for a
woman who is shivering, trembling, exhausted, irritable, and fretful during a long labor.
Arnica — This premier trauma remedy helps with exhaustion and pain during long, difficult
labors. Indicated for bruised, soreness of muscles and swelling of the anterior lip of the cervix.
Kali phos — This remedy is indicated for simple exhaustion during long, drawn-out labors, to
sustain the woman’s energy.
Sepia — The laboring woman can be worn out, irritable, averse to husband or loved ones, averse
to touch, and wanting to hibernate.
Aconite — The woman may be frightened, anxious, restless, with fear of childbirth or that she is
going to die during labor. Desire for cold drinks.
Gelsemium — This is useful for anxiety and anticipation in advance of labor/birthing; these
feelings may be accompanied by diarrhea and trembling.
Chamomilla — Tearing pain begins in the back and radiates down the inner sides of the legs.
The laboring woman is very irritable, angry, and screaming with pain; demands things but nothing
pleases or relieves her.
Post-Labor:
Arnica 30c — Take 5 pellets after labor and one more dose later on that night or day. After that, take
5 pellets of Arnica 6c three times daily for three consecutive days, or until your body has recovered.
For episiotomy or tearing:
Hypericum 30c twice a day as needed for pain. If Hypericum doesn’t help after two days, switch
to Staphysagria 30c twice a day.
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gotten about homeopathy, as a naturopathic doctor and homeopath myself,
BUT THE EXCRUCIATING PAIN AND EXHAUSTION OF THE EXPERIENCE MUST HAVE AFFECTED
my thinking processes. Thank goodness
homeopath Gabrielle Traub was ready to
help, once I remembered to reach out to
her. Gabrielle and I had met weeks earlier
to strategize and decide on what remedies to have on hand during and after
labor. At the time, we both thought my
labor was likely to go so smoothly that I
might not even need her services. Well, I
sure was humbled; I needed Gabrielle and
homeopathy more than I knew.

Back on track and on target
So, with my birth team now planning
a move to the hospital at my urging, I
surprised them all by quickly switching
gears. I instructed them to call Gabrielle
!3!0 AND ALSO TO BRING ME MY HOMEOpathic remedy kit. I chose Pulsatilla
200c because it fit the symptoms I was
EXPERIENCING OF A CERVIX THAT IS SLOW TO
dilate, labor slow to progress, rigidity at
THE OPENING OF THE CERVIX FEELING LIKE
I couldn’t do it, readiness to give up,
EXHAUSTION AND WEEPINESS ) ALSO ASKED
my midwife to insert the pellets directly
ONTO MY CERVIX 3HE LOOKED SURPRISED
at this request but did as I asked. I had
learned this unusual dosing technique
from a naturopathic doctor-midwife
with whom I’d studied and attended a
home birth in the past. This teacher had
EXPLAINED THAT HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES
need to contact a mucous membrane to
access the bloodstream quickly, which
is why we typically place the pellets in
THE MOUTH UNDER THE TONGUE 4HE CERVIX
is a wonderful mucous membrane for
dosing, too, and it can target the remedy
locally, where it is especially needed. This
technique is used only when a cervical
EXAM IS WARRANTED OR DURING LABOR 4OO
FREQUENT EXAMS ARE NOT ADVISABLE BECAUSE
they can increase the risk of infection.)
Mere minutes after Pulsatilla was
administered, my water broke!* Then my
MUCUS PLUG CAME OUT !ND MY NEXT EXAM

By 8 a.m. Sunday, one midwife arrived, and I was
excited because this meant I was closer to pushing and
meeting my baby... or so I thought.
 MINUTES LATER SHOWED THAT MY CERVIX
had dilated from 3 to 5 centimeters. “HalLELUJAHv ) CRIED WITH EXCITEMENT .OW )
was finally in active labor. A wave of hope
emerged, as I felt my body reacting to the
remedy. I was back to being 100% committed to a natural home birth. That dose
of Pulsatilla helped me regain my focus
and moved me into active labor. I stopped
crying, wanting to give up, and feeling
helpless. I now felt confident that I could
do this. Thanks to homeopathy, I wasn’t
heading to the hospital for an epidural or
other likely interventions after all.

Sunny side up
Now, however, my midwife began focusing on my baby’s position, which was not
the most ideal for labor and delivery. The
baby was posterior (also known as “face
up” or “sunny side up”), which means the
baby’s back was facing my back. When
a baby is in the posterior rather than
the more usual anterior position, the
mother’s labor is more painful, intense,
complicated, and prolonged, making hospital interventions more likely. Instead of
staying optimally tucked, the baby’s chin
ALTERNATES BETWEEN mEXED AND EXTENDED
making each contraction especially painful and the baby’s progression difficult.
So the midwife was having me get into
many different body positions, in an
attempt to turn the baby from posterior
to anterior. Along with the contractions,
THESE DIFFERENT POSITIONS WERE EXHAUSTING
me.
Thank goodness, Gabrielle arrived
soon, as I was in no way able to prescribe
for myself any longer. I was wiped out and
completely in my zone, getting through
each contraction one at a time, minute by
minute. Gabrielle initially recommended
Kali phos 30c, 4 doses, 15 minutes apart,

Homeopathy was my key to not giving up when the
going got really tough.

AS IT IS INDICATED FOR DEPLETION AND EXHAUStion, as well as ineffectual labor pains.
She later said, “I gave it prophylactically
to help sustain your energy for the long
road ahead.”

Hibernating in my cave
But Gabrielle hadn’t actually seen me yet
at this point because I had locked myself
in the bathroom, hibernating in the dark
and wearing an eye mask. I was very
irritable and impatient and kept asking,
“When is this going to end?!” I didn’t
want anyone to touch me and even told
my husband to go away. I wanted no one
but my doula nearby. A heated bath was
the only thing that relieved the pain for a
few moments.
“That desire to be in a small, dark,
contained space without a lot of people
around is very common during labor,”
said Gabrielle, “but it was nevertheless a
characteristic of your case.” So she considered Nux vomica, as it fits people who
are chilly, irritable, and highly sensitive to
outside impressions such as touch, light,
odors, etc. But she also considered Caulophyllum because it is well-indicated for
WOMEN IN LABOR WHEN THEIR CERVIX IS SLOW
to dilate and they are markedly irritable
(similar to Nux vomica WITH EXHAUSTION
shivering, trembling, and fretfulness.
Caulophyllum is often given to laboring
women when contractions are weak and
when stronger, more productive contractions are needed.
Because I had previously responded
well to Nux vomica during my pregnancy,
Gabrielle prescribed Nux vomica 200c
orally at 2:00 p.m. and then another dose
at 2:20 p.m. Listening at the door, she
heard my moaning get initially softer but
then louder and louder.
Since I didn’t seem to be responding
enough to Nux, she advised that I switch
to Caulophyllum 200c orally, which I
took at 2:45 p.m. My moaning soon got
quieter, and I became more focused and
HomeopathyCenter.org • Homeopathy TODAY
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able to tolerate the contraction pain. I
was grateful for the improvement from
Caulophyllum. Mentally, I came out of my
cave and wanted people around me again.
At 3:40 p.m. Gabrielle prescribed Pulsatilla 200c orally. Her reasoning included
my marked mood change towards desiring company, the remedy’s indications
for a labor that is slow to progress, and
the fact that Pulsatilla had worked so well
EARLIER IN THE DAY WHEN MY CERVIX HAD
dilated 2 centimeters in short order, after
one dose). I felt better after this current
dose, too, and, ten minutes later, I asked
for another dose. We decided to wait and
have the midwife place it on my cervical
membrane again, since I was due for an
EXAM SHORTLY ) lNALLY FELT READY TO LEAVE
the bathroom’s protective “cave,” where
I’d been holed up for many hours.
5NFORTUNATELY THE  PM EXAM
showed that I was still 5 centimeters
dilated—no change since late morning!

Painful swelling
The midwives also reported that my cerVIX WAS REALLY SWOLLEN 4HIS CAN HAPPEN
when a baby is in the posterior position,
since the hardest part of the baby’s head
keeps pushing on the anterior lip of the
CERVIX WITH THE CERVIX NOT FULLY DILATED
Cervical swelling narrows the passageWAY MAKING THE BABYS EXIT MORE DIFficult; despite the mother’s best efforts,
the baby might not be able to descend
enough to be pushed out. Cervical swelling can also lead to a stall in dilation and
a premature urge to push, which I was
EXPERIENCING !ND DID ) MENTION THAT IT
also leads to more pain?!
For the swelling and inflammation,
Gabrielle gave me an oral dose of Arnica
200c, homeopathy’s premier trauma remedy, at 4:15 p.m. This remedy is also useFUL FOR EXHAUSTION AND PAIN FROM LONG
difficult labors.
Now that I was out of my “cave,” Gabrielle finally got a chance to observe me
firsthand. She later remarked, “Despite
being tired and in pain, you appeared

remarkably strong, vital, focused, alert,
present, and committed. I thought this
WAS EXCEPTIONAL FOR A WOMAN WHO HAD
been in labor and without food for 18
hours—and without sleep for over 40
hours.”
She also witnessed for the first time
how the midwives kept putting me in different positions, such as the cat/cow position, commonly used in yoga, and other
more complicated positions that required
eight hands to support me. This made her
realize that the baby’s position must be
contributing to my prolonged, difficult
labor, and that the midwives were trying
to encourage the baby to turn from posterior to anterior. (Gabrielle had earlier
questioned the midwives thoroughly on
my condition, but they had neglected to
tell her about the baby’s posterior position, possibly because they did not realize
that homeopathy could help with that!
And given my own state of mind, I hadn’t
thought to mention it.)

Spiraling baby
As soon as Gabrielle verified with the
midwives that my baby was in posterior
position, she gave an oral dose of Kali carb
200c because homeopaths have found
it useful in helping to turn babies from
posterior to anterior position. Kali carb is
also indicated for “back labor,” when the
laboring mother feels intense back pain
that is better from firm pressure; she is
often irritable, worse from noise or touch,
and better from warmth. (When babies
are in the posterior position, the mother
often feels labor pains more prominently
in her back.)
Within minutes of taking Kali carb
200c at around 5:00 p.m., my baby moved
into optimal position for the first time!
We were thrilled! But within a few more
minutes, the baby had spiraled back to
posterior position again.
Fifteen minutes later, Gabrielle gave
me a second dose of Kali carb 200c, and
the baby turned again … but then spiraled back minutes later. So Gabrielle

The 26.5-hour marathon was over. I did it. We did it. It
was truly a labor of love for our baby.
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gave a third dose 15 minutes later … with
the same results. After Gabrielle gave a
fourth dose of Kali carb 200c, the baby
turned again … and this time stayed in
THE OPTIMAL POSITION FOR BIRTHING 9AY

Finish line in sight
Now that baby was finally in good position, thanks to Kali carb alongside the
midwives’ positioning techniques, I just
needed to find the energy to keep going
to the finish line. The contractions were
coming more quickly and powerfully
now. My doula pulled Gabrielle aside,
saying she was concerned about whether
I would be able to get through the hours
ahead. Even the midwives looked worn
out. The only person with any pep left
was my optimistic, jovial husband, who
never doubted my ability for a moment.
Gabrielle gave me Kali phos 30c for
my flagging energy, and I then felt able
to continue. I was slowly progressing
NOW WITH CERVIX DILATED TO  CENTIMETERS
although the residual cervical swelling
was likely slowing down the process.
Strong coffee was brewing on the stove.
The delicious fragrance of freshly baked
gluten-free muffins, still hot from the
oven, filled the house. Our homey kitchen
was transformed into a boardroom with
repertories and chart notes spread out on
the breakfast table. Our birth team was
100% committed to providing me with
whatever I needed. I felt supported and
loved, but it was the hardest thing I’ve
ever done!
I was doing much better now with
baby in the optimal position, but when
the sun started to set on Sunday, I wondered if I could make it to the finish
line, too. Outside, a heavy rainstorm was
DRENCHING THE AREA WHICH IS EXCEPTIONally unusual for sunny San Diego. Even
if we had wanted to transition to a hospital at this point, it would have been a
nightmare with traffic and rain. With my
SWOLLEN CERVIX ) FELT TERRIBLE RECTAL PRESsure and the urge to push, even though
I wasn’t fully dilated. I became irritable
and impatient and had heartburn. I once
again wanted to wear my eye mask to
block out any light. Because of my gastric
distress, irritability, and intolerance to
light, Gabrielle gave me a dose of Nux

“It was remarkable that with homeopathy and body
positioning, the baby turned, and Elana was able to
deliver at home.”
vomica 200c; my heartburn and irritability were quickly relieved.
About an hour later, Gabrielle gave
me one more dose of Kali carb 200c to
assure the baby stayed in the anterior
position. After that, I was progressing
beautifully, finally making it to 10 centimeters dilated, which means it was time
to deliver the baby!

Beautiful birth, beautiful baby
Since my plan included a water birth, the
midwives instructed me to get into the tub.
But to my surprise and distress, the water
in the tub was freezing, and that slowed
down labor. My husband turned on the
warm shower to fill the tub, but the hose
burst and water squirted everywhere. So
the midwives began boiling water on the
stove … when all I wanted to do was push
and end this once and for all! I wanted to

MEET MY BABY AFTER THESE TAXING  HOURS
It took almost an hour for the tub to
warm up enough and my contractions to
return, so I could start pushing. Anthony
came into the tub to support me. I kept
saying to him, “Give me strength, I
NEED YOUR STRENGTH ) AM SO EXHAUSTEDv
Within an hour, our baby girl, Aviva, was
born. Anthony delivered her himself at
12:19 a.m. on Monday—it was beautiful.
She weighed 6 pounds 3 ounces. The
placenta came out easily, with no postpartum hemorrhaging and no perineal
tearing. Within 20 minutes of delivery,
our whole family got tucked into our bed,
and we snuggled with our new addition,
happy to all be together.
The 26.5-hour marathon was over. I
did it. We did it. It was truly a labor of
love for our baby.
Continued on page 40

Aviva Dahlia Roumell, just moments after birth,
WITH PARENTS !NTHONY AND %LANA 'ELMAN 2OUMELL
PHOTO BY BROOKE ZIEGLER PHOTOGR APHY.

Put Homeopathy in Your Birth Plan

F

or more than 200 years, gentle, effective homeopathic remedies have been
the choice of pregnant women worldwide. These pleasant-tasting, environmentally-friendly medicines are made from natural
substances and given in extremely tiny doses.
Used as directed, they are very safe for moms
and babies alike, without worry about toxic side
effects as with many conventional medicines.
You don’t need a homeopath in order to
use homeopathic remedies during labor and
delivery, but it is nice to have one at your side
or on call, since a laboring woman should only
be focused on herself and her baby rather
than on selecting remedies. If you do not have
access to a professional homeopath, you can
educate your doula, midwife, or other birth
assistant about homeopathic remedies that
could be helpful during labor. Always share
with your doctor or midwife that you would
like to use homeopathic remedies during your
labor, and include that in your birth plan in

advance—whether you plan to give birth at
home, a birthing center, or a hospital.
In a hospital, any medications used (including homeopathic remedies) must be approved
by the hospital pharmacist; even the obstetrician cannot prescribe something that’s not the
medical standard of care without pharmacist
approval, since the hospital holds joint liability
if anything goes wrong. Many hospitals are
starting to take a more hands-off approach
during the early stages of labor, only coming
in to check on the mom briefly, as needed.
And although homeopathic medicines are not
on the approved formulary at most hospitals,
many doctors and nurses simply “look away”
when patients use them.
If you are planning a hospital birth, I suggest
you take your homeopathic remedies with you.
The hospital staff may ask you or your birth
assistant to put your remedies away, but nursing shifts will switch during your hospital stay. If
your nurses are not homeopathy-friendly, don’t

be discouraged, the next shift may be more
open. Moms who have hospital births can also
use remedies in the early stages of labor when
they’re laboring at home and even on the way
to the hospital.
If you plan to use homeopathic remedies
during childbirth, a good place to start is “Easing the Way for Mom and Baby” on page 36.
For more information, here are some great
resources:
s Miranda Castro’s book, Homeopathy for
Pregnancy, Birth, & Your Baby’s First Year
s Miranda Castro’s 27-remedy, 30c childbirth kit: mirandacastro.com/shop/
s Helios 18-remedy, 200c childbirth kit
designed by Mary Aspinwall: homeopathyworld.com
s Betty Idarius’ book, The Homeopathic
Childbirth Manual: A Practical Guide for
Labor, Birth, and the Immediate Post-Partum Period: homeopathicchildbirth.com/
—Gabrielle Traub, MTech(Hom), CCH
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I am forever grateful for this wonderful tool of homeopathy. It got me
to the finish line and gave me the natural home birth I wanted—
even when circumstances were not in my favor.

!NTHONY %LANA AND  MONTH OLD !VIVA
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Thanks to homeopathy!
I also think of it as a labor of love for
homeopathy. Just imagine what would
have happened if I had not had this tool
at my disposal! Without that first dose
of Pulsatilla 200c, which boosted my
energy and increased cervical dilation
at a key moment, I would have certainly
headed to the hospital for epidural anesthesia. An epidural offers pain relief, but
IT INCREASES OTHER RISKS &OR EXAMPLE
epidural anesthesia requires continuous
fetal monitoring, which limits the mother’s ability to move around during labor.
Epidurals can lead to sudden drops in
blood pressure, threatening the baby’s
blood flow and requiring medications,
)6 mUIDS AND OXYGEN 4HE PUSHING STAGE
can be difficult under anesthesia because
contractions cannot be felt; this often
LEADS TO INJECTIONS OF 0ITOCIN A HORMONE
to stimulate contractions—and delivery
by suction, forceps, or C-section. Anesthesia can also affect the baby’s breathing
and heart rate during labor and delivery,
as well as the baby’s ability to breastfeed
afterwards. By avoiding that first step
into the hospital in search of pain relief,
I likely avoided many other unwelcome
interventions.
Without multiple doses of Kali carb
200c, which helped to turn the baby, she
more than likely would have stayed in
posterior position. This would have made
the pushing phase much more difficult
and would have resulted in an even longer, more complicated labor. When babies
are born in the posterior position, the
rate of interventions (e.g., assisted vaginal
delivery or C-section) is much higher. So
is the risk of postpartum hemorrhage,
perineal tearing, and babies who need
neonatal hospital care.
h0OSTERIOR OR @SUNNY SIDE UP HOME
births are not very common because these
cases usually end up needing hospital intervention,” said Gabrielle. “It was remarkable
that with homeopathy and body position-

ing, the baby turned, and Elana was able to
deliver at home. Her postpartum healing
was also remarkable. There was no tearing,
AND SHE HAD EXCEPTIONAL ENERGY AFTER A LONG
birth. She had no postpartum depression,
breastfeeding was easy, and baby Aviva was
very alert, healthy, and energetic after such
a long birth.”
I am forever grateful for this wonderful tool of homeopathy. It got me to
the finish line and gave me the natural
home birth I wanted—even when circumstances were not in my favor. I hope
this article encourages others to make
homeopathy a key part of their birth
plans, too.
FOOTNOTE
* While it may be common for the water to break after a cervical
EXAM IT IS NOT COMMON FOR AN EXAM TO TRIGGER THE MUCUS PLUG TO
COME OUT OR THE CERVIX TO DILATE SO QUICKLY !LSO MY CERVICAL EXAMS
a few hours earlier produced no such changes. For these reasons, I
credit my body reacting to Pulsatilla for the marked progression of
labor at that point.
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